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(54) Rechargeable battery

(57) A rechargeable battery includes: a rechargeable
battery comprising: a housing, an electrode assembly
including a first electrode and a second electrode and
situated within the housing; a first electrode terminal; and
a first current collecting member; wherein the first current
collecting member comprises a terminal connection por-
tion that is electrically connected to the first electrode
terminal and a current collecting piece that is electrically
connected to the first electrode; characterised in that the
first current collecting member comprises a fuse located
between the terminal connection portion and the current
collecting piece.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field

[0001] The invention relates generally to a rechargea-
ble battery and, more particularly, to a rechargeable bat-
tery including a current collecting member having an im-
proved structure.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Unlike a primary battery, a rechargeable battery
can be recharged and discharged. A small-capacity re-
chargeable battery is typically used for small portable
electronic devices such as mobile phones, notebook
computers, camcorders and the like, while a large-ca-
pacity rechargeable battery is typically used as a motor-
driving power source for a hybrid vehicle and the like.
[0003] Recently, a high-output rechargeable battery
using a non-aqueous electrolyte of high energy density
has been developed, and a plurality of high-output re-
chargeable batteries can be connected in series to con-
stitute a large-capacity battery module that can be used
for driving a motor of a device, e.g., an electric automobile
or the like, that requires much power. Such rechargeable
batteries may have a cylindrical shape, an angular shape,
or the like.
[0004] When an overcurrent flows within a rechargea-
ble battery having a case made of a material such as
metal, or the like, the temperature of the rechargeable
battery increases and can result in ignition. Also, the in-
ternal pressure of the rechargeable battery can increase
due to decomposition of an electrolyte within the re-
chargeable battery due to such an overcurrent. In such
a case, the rechargeable battery may explode.

SUMMARY

[0005] The present invention sets out to provide a re-
chargeable battery with improved stability by solving the
above described problems.
[0006] According to the invention, there is provided a
rechargeable battery as set out in Claim 1. Preferred fea-
tures of the invention are set out in Claims 2 to 15.
[0007] According to an embodiment of the invention,
when overcurrent flows, the electrode assemblies are
electrically cut off, thus improving stability of the re-
chargeable battery.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] Embodiments of the invention will be described
by way of example and with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings in which:-

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a rechargeable battery

according to a first embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken along line II-II in FIG.
2.
FIG. 3 is a partial exploded perspective view of the
rechargeable battery according to the first embodi-
ment of the invention.
FIG. 4 is a sectional view of a rechargeable battery
according to a second embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a current collecting
member of the rechargeable battery according to the
second embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a current collecting
member of a rechargeable battery according to a
third embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a current collecting
member of a rechargeable battery according to a
fourth embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 8 is a sectional view of a rechargeable battery
according to a fifth embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 9 is a partial exploded perspective view of a
rechargeable battery according to a sixth embodi-
ment of the invention.
FIG. 10 is a schematic view showing the configura-
tion of the rechargeable battery according to the sixth
embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed in detail such that they can be easily carried out
by a person skilled in the art with reference to the accom-
panying drawings. As those skilled in the art would real-
ize, the described embodiments may be modified in var-
ious different ways, all without departing from the scope
of the present invention. Like reference numerals desig-
nate like elements throughout the specification.
[0010] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a rechargeable
battery according to a first embodiment of the invention,
and FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken along line II-II in FIG.
2.
[0011] With reference to FIGS. 1 and 2, a rechargeable
battery 100 according to the first embodiment includes
an electrode assembly 10 formed by winding a positive
electrode 11 and a negative electrode 12 with a separator
13 interposed therebetween, a case 30 accommodating
the electrode assembly 10 therein, and a cap assembly
20 coupled to an opening of the case 30.
[0012] In this first embodiment the rechargeable bat-
tery 100 is a lithium ion rechargeable battery in a square
shape. However, without being limited thereto, the
present invention may be applicable to various types of
batteries such as a lithium polymer battery, a cylindrical
battery, and the like.
[0013] The positive electrode 11 and the negative elec-
trode 12 include coated regions of a collector formed as
a thin metal foil on which an active material is coated and
uncoated regions 11a and 12a on which the active ma-
terial is not coated, respectively.
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[0014] The positive electrode uncoated region 11a is
formed at one lateral end of the positive electrode 11
along a lengthwise direction of the positive electrode 11,
and the negative electrode uncoated region 12a is
formed at the other lateral end of the negative electrode
12 along a lengthwise direction of the negative electrode
12. The positive electrode 11 and the negative electrode
12 are wound with a separator 13, which is an insulator,
interposed therebetween.
[0015] However, the present invention is not meant to
be limited thereto, and the electrode assembly 10 may
have a structure in which positive and negative elec-
trodes configured as a plurality of sheets are alternately
stacked with a separator interposed therebetween.
[0016] The case 30 has a shape of a substantially rec-
tangular parallelepiped, and has an opening at one side
thereof. The cap assembly 20 includes a cap plate 25
covering the opening of the case 30, a positive electrode
terminal 21 outwardly protruding from the cap plate 25
and electrically connected with the positive electrode 11,
a negative electrode terminal 22 outwardly protruding
from the cap plate 25 and electrically connected with the
negative electrode 12, and a vent member 27 with a notch
formed to be fractured at a pre-set internal pressure.
[0017] The cap plate 25 is formed as a thin plate, in-
cludes an electrolyte injection hole formed at one side
thereof, and a sealing stopper 23 for sealing the electro-
lyte injection hole is fixedly installed on the cap plate 25.
[0018] The positive electrode terminal 21 is installed
in a penetrative manner on the cap plate 25. Between
the cap plate 25 and the positive electrode terminal 21,
a first gasket 24 positioned at an upper side and an un-
derlying second gasket 26 insulate the cap plate 25 and
the positive electrode terminal 21.
[0019] The positive electrode terminal 21 has a cylin-
drical shape, and a nut 29 is installed on the positive
electrode terminal 21 in order to support the positive elec-
trode terminal 21 at an upper side, and thread is formed
on an outer circumference of the positive electrode ter-
minal 21 to allow the nut 29 to be fastened thereto.
[0020] Meanwhile, the positive electrode terminal 21
is electrically connected with the positive electrode un-
coated region 11a by the medium of a current collecting
member 51, and a terminal flange supporting the positive
electrode terminal 21 and the current collecting member
51 is formed at a lower end of the positive electrode ter-
minal 21.
[0021] The negative electrode terminal 22 is installed
in a penetrative manner on the cap plate 25. Between
the cap plate 25 and the negative electrode terminal 22,
the first gasket 24 positioned at an upper side and the
underlying second gasket 26 insulate the cap plate 25
and the positive electrode terminal 22.
[0022] The negative electrode terminal 22 has a cylin-
drical shape, and the nut 29 is installed on the negative
electrode terminal 22 in order to support the negative
electrode terminal 22 at an upper side, and thread is
formed on an outer circumference of the negative elec-

trode terminal 22 to allow the nut 29 to be fastened there-
to.
[0023] Meanwhile, the negative electrode terminal 22
is electrically connected with the negative electrode un-
coated region 12a by the medium of a current collecting
member 52, and a terminal flange supporting the nega-
tive electrode terminal 22 and the current collecting mem-
ber 52 is formed at a lower end of the negative electrode
terminal 22.
[0024] FIG. 3 is a partial exploded perspective view of
the rechargeable battery according to the first embodi-
ment of the invention.
[0025] The current collecting member 51 includes a
terminal connection region 512 extending substantially
parallel to a top surface of the battery, a side plate 514
formed to be bent from the terminal connection region
512, a current collecting piece 515 fixed to the positive
electrode uncoated region 11a and extending substan-
tially parallel to a side surface of the battery, and fuse
regions 517 formed between the side plate 514 and the
current collecting piece 515 and having a small sectional
area compared with the vicinity.
[0026] The current collecting member 52 installed at
the negative electrode terminal 22 is configured to have
the same structure as that of the current collecting mem-
ber 51, except for fuse regions 517 and 518, so a repeat-
ed description thereof will be omitted.
[0027] The terminal connection region 512 has a quad-
rangular plate-like shape, and includes a hole 512a
formed at the center thereof, into which the positive elec-
trode terminal 21 is inserted. The terminal connection
region 512 is connected to a lower portion of the positive
electrode terminal 21 through welding. The side plate
514 is bent toward the bottom of the case 30 from the
terminal connection region 512 at a right angle so as to
be disposed to be parallel to the side of the case 30.
[0028] Two current collecting pieces 513 are connect-
ed to both lateral ends of the side plate 514. The current
collecting pieces 513 have a shape of a long quadran-
gular plate and are connected to the positive electrode
uncoated region 11a through welding.
[0029] Fuse regions 517 having a smaller sectional ar-
ea than other portions are formed between the current
collecting pieces 513 and the side plate 514. According
to the present embodiment, the fuse regions 517 extend
in a direction generally parallel to a top surface of the
battery and are formed to have a smaller width than the
vicinity, and accordingly, when an overcurrent flows
through the current collecting member 51, the fuse re-
gions 517 may be melted to cut off an electrical connec-
tion between the current collecting piece 513 and the
side plate 514. However, the present invention is not
meant to be limited thereto and the fuse regions 517 may
be formed to have a smaller thickness than the vicinity.
[0030] A connection region 516 is formed at a lower
portion of the side plate 514, and a fuse region 518 having
a smaller sectional area than other portions is formed
between the connection region 516 and the side plate
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514. Current collecting pieces 515 are formed at both
lateral ends of the connection region 516 and connected
to the positive electrode uncoated region 11a through
welding.
[0031] The fuse region 518 is formed to extend in a
direction substantially perpendicular to a top surface of
the battery and has a smaller width than the vicinity. Ac-
cordingly, when an overcurrent flows through the current
collecting member 51, the fuse region 518 is melted to
cut off an electrical connection between the side plate
514 and the connection region 516.
[0032] In this manner, according to the present em-
bodiment, since the plurality of fuse regions 517 are
formed to be connected to the side plate 514, when an
overcurrent flows, an electrical connection with the re-
spective current collecting pieces 513 can be cut off. Also,
since the fuse region 518 is formed between the side
plate 514 and the connection region 516, an electrical
connection between the side plate 514 and the connec-
tion region 516 can be cut off.
[0033] It is to be understood that the invention is equally
applicable to a construction in which a single current col-
lecting piece and/or fuse region is provided on a current
collecting member.
[0034] When a plurality of electrode assemblies 10 are
insertingly installed and are connected in parallel to each
other within the case 30, if the respective electrode as-
semblies are not blocked, a high capacity current would
continuously flow between the electrode assemblies 10
to bring about a dangerous situation. In this case, the
continuous flow of current will increase the internal pres-
sure within the case 30 to potentially result in an explosion
or ignition. However, according to the present embodi-
ment, when the current collecting pieces 513 and 515
connected to the side plate 514 are blocked, respectively,
the capacity of current stored in the electrode assemblies
10 is distributed, enhancing stability.
[0035] FIG. 4 is a sectional view of a rechargeable bat-
tery according to a second embodiment of the invention,
and FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a current collecting
member of the rechargeable battery according to the sec-
ond embodiment.
[0036] A rechargeable battery 102 according to a sec-
ond embodiment is configured to have the same structure
as that of the first embodiment as described above, ex-
cept for the structure of the current collecting member
61, so a repeated description of the same structure will
be omitted.
[0037] With reference to FIGS. 4 and 5, the recharge-
able battery 102 according to the second embodiment
includes the electrode assembly 10, the positive elec-
trode terminal 21, the negative electrode terminal 22, a
current collecting member 61 electrically connecting the
positive electrode terminal 21 and the electrode assem-
bly 10, and a current collecting member 62 electrically
connecting the negative electrode terminal 22 and the
electrode assembly 10.
[0038] The current collecting member 61 includes a

terminal connection region 612 fixed to the positive elec-
trode terminal 21, a side plate 614 formed to be bent from
the terminal connection region 612, two connection re-
gions 616 connected to a lower portion of the side plate
614, and current collecting pieces 615 connected to both
lateral ends of the connection regions 616 and attached
to the positive electrode uncoated region 11 a. Fuse re-
gions 617 extend in a direction substantially perpendic-
ular to a top surface of the battery and have a smaller
sectional area than the vicinity are formed between the
side plate 614 and the connection regions 610 and 616.
[0039] The current collecting member 62 is configured
to have the same structure as that of the current collecting
member 61, except for the fuse regions 617, so a repeat-
ed description thereof will be omitted.
[0040] The terminal connection region 612 has a quad-
rangular plate-like shape, and includes a hole 612a
formed at the center thereof, into which the positive elec-
trode terminal 21 is inserted. The terminal connection
region 612 is connected to a lower portion of the positive
electrode terminal 21 through welding. The side plate
614 is bent toward the bottom of the case 30 from the
terminal connection region 612 at a right angle so as to
be disposed to be parallel to the side of the case 30.
[0041] Two connection regions 616 are separately
connected to lower end portions of the side plate 614.
The fuse regions 617 having a smaller sectional area
than other portions are formed between the connection
regions 616 and the side plate 614. Current collecting
pieces 615 are formed at both lateral ends of each of the
connection regions 616 and connected to the positive
electrode uncoated region 11a through welding.
[0042] According to the present embodiment, the fuse
regions 617 are formed to have a smaller width than the
vicinity, and accordingly, when an overcurrent flows
through the current collecting member 61, the fuse re-
gions 617 may be melted to cut off an electrical connec-
tion between the connection region 616 and the side plate
614. However, the present invention is not meant to be
limited thereto and the fuse regions 617 may be formed
to have a smaller thickness than the vicinity.
[0043] When a plurality of electrode assemblies 10 are
installed and connected in parallel within the case 30, if
the respective electrode assemblies are not blocked, a
high capacity current could continuously flow between
and among the electrode assemblies 10 to bring about
a dangerous situation. In this case, the continuous flow
of current could increase the internal pressure within the
case 30 to potentially result in an explosion or ignition.
However, according to the present embodiment of the
invention, when the connection regions 616 connected
to the side plate 614 are blocked, respectively, the ca-
pacity of current stored in the electrode assemblies 10
is distributed, enhancing stability.
[0044] A blocking member 67 is insertingly installed on
each of the fuse regions 617 and 617. The blocking mem-
bers 67 may be made of a polymer, or the like, having
electrical insulation properties. Each blocking member
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67 includes a base region 671 and a projection 672 pro-
truding from each lateral end of the base region 671. A
stopping protrusion 673 is formed at a front end of each
of the projections 672 and projects inwardly. The projec-
tions 672 of each blocking member 67 are inserted into
recesses formed on a respective one of the fuse regions
617, and the stopping protrusions 673 are in contact with
the fuse region 617, thereby supporting the position
blocking member 67.
[0045] The base regions 671 are positioned between
the case 30 and the current collecting member 61 to in-
sulate the current collecting member 61 and the case 30.
When the fuse regions 617 are melted, the projections
672 support them such that the melted portions are sep-
arated. Accordingly, after the fuse regions 617 are melt-
ed, the separated portions can be prevented from being
in contact again.
[0046] When the fuse regions 617 are melted, if the
separated portions are in proximity, a fire, or the like, may
spark at the separated portions and the rechargeable
battery 102 may ignite. However, according to the
present embodiment, since the blocking members 67 are
installed, the gap between the separated portions can be
stably maintained.
[0047] FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a current collect-
ing member of a rechargeable battery according to a third
embodiment of the invention.
[0048] With reference to FIG. 6, a rechargeable battery
according to the third embodiment of the invention is con-
figured to have the same structure as that of the first
embodiment, except for the structure of a current collect-
ing member, so a repeated description of the same struc-
ture will be omitted.
[0049] A current collecting member 64 according to the
third embodiment includes a terminal connection region
642 fixed to the positive electrode terminal 21, a side
plate 644 formed to be bent from the terminal connection
region 642, two connection regions 646 connected to
both lateral ends of the side plate 644, and current col-
lecting pieces 643 formed at lower portions of the con-
nection regions 646 and attached to the positive elec-
trode uncoated region 11 a. Fuse regions 647 having a
smaller sectional area than the vicinity are formed be-
tween the side plate 644 and the connection regions 646.
[0050] The terminal connection region 642 has a quad-
rangular plate-like shape, and includes a hole 642a
formed at the center thereof, into which the positive elec-
trode terminal 21 is inserted. The terminal connection
region 642 is connected to a lower portion of the positive
electrode terminal 21 through welding. The side plate
644 is bent toward the bottom of the case 30 from the
terminal connection region 642 at a right angle so as to
be disposed to be parallel to the side of the case 30.
[0051] Connection regions 646 are connected with
both lateral ends of the side plate 644, and a current
collecting piece 643 is formed at a lower portion of the
connection region 646 and attached to the positive elec-
trode uncoated region 11 a. Branch regions 648 are

formed to be protruded from lateral ends of the connec-
tion regions 646, and current collecting pieces 645 are
connected to the branch regions 648.
[0052] Fuse regions 647 each having a smaller sec-
tional area than other portions are formed between the
connection regions 646 and the side plate 644. According
to the present embodiment, the fuse regions 647 are
formed to have a smaller width than the vicinity, and ac-
cordingly, when an overcurrent flows through the current
collecting member 64, the fuse regions 647 may be melt-
ed to cut off an electrical connection between the con-
nection regions 646 and the side plate 644. However,
the present invention is not meant to be limited thereto
and the fuse regions 647 may be formed to have a smaller
thickness than the vicinity.
[0053] When a plurality of electrode assemblies 10 are
insertingly installed and connected in parallel within the
case 30, if the respective electrode assemblies are not
blocked, a high capacity current would continuously flow
between and among the electrode assemblies 10 to bring
about a dangerous situation. In this case, the continuous
flow of current will increase the internal pressure within
the case 30 to potentially cause an explosion or ignition.
[0054] However, according to the present embodi-
ment, when the connection regions 646 connected to the
side plate 644 are blocked, respectively, the capacity of
current stored in the electrode assemblies 10 is distrib-
uted, enhancing stability.
[0055] FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a current collect-
ing member of a rechargeable battery according to a
fourth embodiment of the invention.
[0056] With reference to FIG. 7, a rechargeable battery
according to a fourth embodiment of the invention is con-
figured to have the same structure as that of the first
embodiment, except for the number of the electrode as-
semblies, so a repeated description of the same structure
will be omitted.
[0057] The current collecting member 65 of the re-
chargeable battery according to the fourth embodiment
includes a terminal connection region 652 fixed to the
positive electrode terminal 21, a side plate 654 formed
to be bent from the terminal connection region 652, cur-
rent collecting pieces 655 connected to both lateral ends
of the side plate 654, and fuse regions 657 formed be-
tween the side plate 654 and the current collecting pieces
655.
[0058] The terminal connection region 652 has a quad-
rangular plate-like shape, and includes a hole 652a
formed at the center thereof, into which the positive elec-
trode terminal 21 is inserted. The terminal connection
region 652 is connected to a lower portion of the positive
electrode terminal 21 through welding. The side plate
654 is bent toward the bottom of the case 30 from the
terminal connection region 512 at a right angle so as to
be disposed to be parallel to the side of the case 30.
[0059] Fuse regions 657 having a smaller sectional ar-
ea than other portions are formed at both lateral ends of
the side plate 654. The fuse regions are aligned substan-
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tially parallel to the top surface of the battery, but they
could alternatively be aligned in a perpendicular direction
to this surface. According to the present embodiment,
the fuse regions 657 are formed to have a smaller width
than the vicinity, and accordingly, when an overcurrent
flows through the current collecting member 65, the fuse
regions 657 may be melted to cut off an electrical con-
nection between the current collecting pieces 655 and
the side plate 654. However, the present invention is not
meant to be limited thereto and the fuse regions 657 may
be formed to have a smaller thickness than the vicinity.
[0060] Current collecting pieces 655 are formed at one
lateral end of each of the fuse regions 657 and connected
to the positive electrode uncoated region 11a through
welding.
[0061] When two electrode assemblies 10 are insert-
ingly installed and connected in parallel within the case
30, if the respective electrode assemblies are not
blocked, a high capacity current would continuously flow
between the electrode assemblies 10 to bring about a
dangerous situation. In this case, the continuous flow of
current will increase the internal pressure within the case
30 to potentially end up in an explosion or ignition.
[0062] However, according to the present embodi-
ment, when the current collecting pieces 655 connected
to the side plate 654 are blocked, respectively, the ca-
pacity of current stored in the electrode assemblies 10
is distributed, enhancing stability.
[0063] FIG. 8 is a sectional view of a rechargeable bat-
tery according to a fifth embodiment of the invention.
[0064] With reference to FIG. 8, a rechargeable battery
103 according to this fifth embodiment of the invention
includes an electrode assembly 10 formed by winding
the positive electrode 11 and the negative electrode 12
with the separator 13 interposed therebetween, the case
30 accommodating the electrode assembly 10 therein,
and a cap assembly 120 coupled to an opening of the
case 30.
[0065] The electrode assembly 10 is configured to
have the same structure as that of the first embodiment
as described above.
[0066] The case 30 has a shape of a substantially rec-
tangular parallelepiped, and has an opening at one side
thereof. The cap assembly 120 includes a cap plate 125
covering the opening of the case 30, a positive electrode
terminal 121 outwardly protruding from the cap plate 125
and electrically connected with the positive electrode 11,
and a negative electrode terminal 122 outwardly protrud-
ing from the cap plate 125 and electrically connected with
the negative electrode 12.
[0067] The positive electrode terminal 121 is electri-
cally connected with the positive electrode uncoated re-
gion 11a via the current collecting member 51. The cur-
rent collecting member 51 is configured to have the same
structure as that of the current collecting member accord-
ing to the first embodiment of the invention.
[0068] Between the positive electrode terminal 121
and the cap plate 125, a gasket 143 is insertingly posi-

tioned in a hole into which the positive electrode terminal
121 penetrates. A lower insulating member 147 is in-
stalled under the cap plate 125 to insulate portions of the
positive electrode terminal 121 and the current collecting
member 51 inserted therein from the cap plate 125.
[0069] Meanwhile, a short-circuit tab 131 is electrically
connected to the positive electrode terminal 121, and
here, the short-circuit tab 131 is installed on the cap plate
125. An upper insulating member 137 is installed be-
tween the short-circuit tab 131 and the cap plate 125 in
order to electrically insulate the short-circuit tab 131 and
the cap plate 125. The short-circuit tab 131 is electrically
connected with the positive electrode terminal 121 via a
nut 129. The upper insulating member 137 is installed to
cover the lateral end of the short-circuit tap 131, and has
a hole at a portion corresponding to a short-circuit hole
135 formed on the cap plate 125.
[0070] The negative electrode terminal 122 is installed
to penetrate the cap plate 125, and a connection plate
141 is installed between the cap plate 125 and the neg-
ative electrode terminal 122 to electrically connect the
negative electrode terminal 122 and the cap plate 125.
Accordingly, the cap plate 125 and the case 30 are neg-
atively charged. Between the negative electrode terminal
122 and the cap plate 125, a gasket 142 is insertingly
positioned in a hole into which the negative electrode
terminal 122 penetrates.
[0071] The cap assembly 120 includes a short-circuit
member 135 that can shortcircuit the positive electrode
11 and the negative electrode 12. The short-circuit hole
135 is formed in the cap plate 125, and the short-circuit
member 135 is disposed at the short-circuit hole 135 be-
tween the upper insulating member 137 and the cap plate
125. The short-circuit member 135 is configured as a
reversal plate including an edge portion 134a formed at
the edge thereof and fixed to the cap plate 125 and a
curved portion 134b formed to be convex in an arc shape
at an inner side of the edge portion 134a.
[0072] In this manner, the short-circuit member 135 is
connected with the cap plate 125 which is electrically
connected with the negative electrode 12, and when the
internal pressure of the rechargeable battery 103 in-
creases, the short-circuit member 135 is deformed to be
connected to the short-circuit tab 131 electrically con-
nected with the positive electrode 11.
[0073] When the short-circuit member 135 is electri-
cally connected to the short-circuit tab 131, a large cur-
rent instantly flows through the current collecting member
51. At this time, the fuse regions 517 and 518 are melted
to cut off an electrical connection between the positive
electrode terminal 121 and the electrode assembly 10
as well as an electrical connection between the electrode
assemblies 10.
[0074] In this manner, by applying both the short-circuit
member 135 and the current collecting member including
a plurality of fuse regions, current can be easily interrupt-
ed (or cut off) when the internal pressure of the recharge-
able battery 103 is increased, thus further enhancing sta-
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bility.
[0075] FIG. 9 is a partial exploded perspective view of
a rechargeable battery according to a sixth embodiment
of the invention, and FIG. 10 is a schematic view showing
the configuration of the rechargeable battery according
to the sixth embodiment.
[0076] With reference to FIGS. 9 and 10, a recharge-
able battery 104 according to this sixth embodiment is
configured to have the same structure as that of the first
embodiment, so a repeated description of the same
structure will be omitted.
[0077] A current collecting member 66 is connected to
the positive electrode uncoated region 11a through weld-
ing, and a current collecting member 68 is connected to
the negative electrode uncoated region 12a through
welding.
[0078] The current collecting member 66 electrically
connects the positive electrode 11 and the positive elec-
trode terminal 21, and the current collecting member 68
electrically connects the negative electrode 12 and the
negative electrode terminal 22.
[0079] The current collecting member 66 includes a
terminal connection region 662 fixed to the positive elec-
trode terminal 21, a side plate 664 formed to be bent from
the terminal connection region 662, a current collecting
piece 663 fixed to the positive electrode uncoated region
11a, and a fuse region 667 formed between the side plate
664 and the current collecting piece 663 and having a
smaller sectional area than the vicinity.
[0080] The current collecting member 68 installed at
the negative electrode terminal 22 is configured to have
the same structure as that of the current collecting mem-
ber 66, except for fuse regions 667 and 668, so a repeat-
ed description thereof will be omitted.
[0081] The terminal connection region 662 has a quad-
rangular plate-like shape, and includes a hole 662a
formed at the center thereof, into which the positive elec-
trode terminal 21 is inserted. The terminal connection
region 662 is connected to a lower portion of the positive
electrode terminal 21 through welding. The side plate
664 is bent toward the bottom of the case 30 from the
terminal connection region 662 at a right angle so as to
be disposed to be parallel to the side of the case 30.
[0082] A current collecting piece 663 is connected to
each lateral end of the side plate 664. The fuse region
667 having a smaller sectional area than other portions
is formed between eacj current collecting piece 663 and
the side plate 664.
[0083] According to the present embodiment, the fuse
region 667 is formed to have a smaller width than the
vicinity, and accordingly, when an overcurrent flows
through the current collecting member 66, the fuse region
667 may be melted to cut off an electrical connection
between the current collecting piece 663 and the side
plate 664. However, the present invention is not meant
to be limited thereto and the fuse region 667 may be
formed to have a smaller thickness than the vicinity.
[0084] A connection region 666 is formed at a lower

portion of the side plate 664, and current collecting pieces
665 are formed at both lateral ends of the connection
region 666 and connected to the positive electrode un-
coated region 11a through welding. Fuse regions 668
having a smaller sectional area than other portions are
formed between the connection region 666 and the cur-
rent collecting piece 665.
[0085] Each fuse region 668 is formed to have a small-
er width than the vicinity, and accordingly, when an over-
current flows through the current collecting member 66,
the fuse region 668 is melted to cut off an electrical con-
nection between the connection region 666 and the cur-
rent collecting piece 665.
[0086] In this manner, according to the present em-
bodiment, since the plurality of fuse regions 667 are
formed to be connected with the side plate 664, when an
overcurrent flows, an electrical connection with the re-
spective current collecting pieces 663 can be cut off. In
addition, since the plurality of fuse regions 668 are formed
to be connected with the connection region 666, when
an overcurrent flows, an electrical connection with the
respective current collecting pieces 665 can be cut off.
[0087] Also, safety members 70 electrically connected
with the negative electrode 12 are installed on the elec-
trode assemblies 10 disposed at both lateral ends among
the electrode assemblies 10, respectively.
[0088] The safety members 70 are connected to the
negative electrode uncoated regions 12a of the electrode
assemblies 10 disposed at both lateral ends among the
electrode assemblies 10, through welding. The safety
members 70 each include a metal plate 71 and an insu-
lating film 73 attached to the metal plate 71.
[0089] An electrode connection region 72 electrically
connected with the negative electrode uncoated region
12a is connected to one lateral end of the metal plate 71.
The metal plate 71 is connected with the negative elec-
trode uncoated region 12a at the electrode connection
region 72 through welding, and is made of the same ma-
terial as that of the negative electrode uncoated region
12a so as to be easily welded to the negative electrode
uncoated region 12a. The metal plate 71 according to
the present embodiment is made of copper (Cu) or a
copper alloy.
[0090] An insulating film 73 is installed on a portion of
the metal plate 71 opposed to a flat front surface of the
electrode assembly 10. The insulating film 73 serves to
prevent the electrode assembly 10 and the metal plate
71 from being electrically connected. The insulating film
73 is made of a polymer material that does not react with
an electrolyte.
[0091] The electrode connection region 72, in a state
of being disposed to be parallel to the negative electrode
uncoated region 12a, is fixed to the negative electrode
uncoated region 12a through welding. Accordingly, the
electrode connection region 72 serves to prevent the
negative electrode uncoated region 12a from wobbling
due to an external impact or vibration.
[0092] The current collecting member 68 is connected
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to the negative electrode uncoated region 12a through
welding, so if the negative electrode uncoated region 12a
wobbles due to an external impact or vibration, contact
between the negative electrode uncoated region 12a and
the current collecting member 68 would deteriorate. How-
ever, in the present embodiment, since the electrode con-
nection region 72 supports the negative electrode un-
coated region 12a, the contact between the negative
electrode uncoated region 12a and the current collecting
member 68 can be prevented from deteriorating due to
an external impact, vibration, or the like,
[0093] As shown in FIG. 10, when a conductive foreign
object 80 such as a nail, a gimlet, or the like, infiltrates
into the rechargeable battery 104, if the positive electrode
11 and the negative electrode 12 are short-circuited via
the conductive foreign object 80, an excessive amount
heat would be generated within the rechargeable battery
104, leading to a possibility that the rechargeable battery
might explode or ignite. However, in the present embod-
iment, since the safety member 70 is installed, the safety
member 70 and the positive electrode 11 are short-
circuited, thereby discharging the charged current. When
the metal plate 71 electrically connected with the nega-
tive electrode 12 is short-circuited with the positive elec-
trode 11, a very small amount of heat is generated com-
pared to the case in which the positive electrode 11 and
the negative electrode 12 are short-circuited.
[0094] In this manner, according to the present em-
bodiment, when a foreign object infiltrates from the out-
side, potentially causing a short-circuit, the current is dis-
charged to remove the risk of ignition, thus enhancing
the stability of the rechargeable battery 104.
[0095] Also, when short-circuit occurs so an overcur-
rent flows, the fuse regions 667 and 668 formed at the
current collecting member 66 are melted to cut off an
electrical connection between the positive electrode ter-
minal 21 and the electrode assemblies 10 and an elec-
trical connection between the electrode assemblies. Ac-
cordingly, the stability of the rechargeable battery 104
can be further enhanced.
[0096] Although each of the above embodiments in-
cludes a side plate in at least one of the current collecting
members, this feature is not essential and the various
parts of the current collecting member could be connect-
ed in other ways. Furthermore, the invention is not limited
to the specific arrangements of fuse regions and current
collecting pieces described above. It is possible for the
current collecting member to have fuse regions orientat-
ed in a variety of directions, which may be mixed within
a single example. The number of current collecting piec-
es may also vary from the members illustrated above.
[0097] While this disclosure has been described in con-
nection with what is presently considered to be practical
embodiments of the invention, it is to be understood that
the invention is not limited to these embodiments, but,
on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications
and equivalent arrangements included within the scope
of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A rechargeable battery comprising:

a housing (30),
an electrode assembly (10) including a first elec-
trode (11) and a second electrode (12) and sit-
uated within the housing;
a first electrode terminal (21); and
a first current collecting member (51);
wherein the first current collecting member (51)
comprises a terminal connection portion (512)
that is electrically connected to the first electrode
terminal (21) and a current collecting piece (513,
515) that is electrically connected to the first
electrode (11);
characterised in that the first current collecting
member (51) comprises a fuse (517, 518) locat-
ed between the terminal connection portion
(512) and the current collecting piece (513, 515).

2. A rechargeable battery according to claim 1, com-
prising a plurality of electrode assemblies (10), each
of which includes a respective first electrode (11)
and a respective second electrode (12); wherein the
first current collecting member (51) comprises a plu-
rality of current collecting pieces (513, 515) and each
said current collecting piece is connected to a re-
spective said first electrode (11).

3. A rechargeable battery according to claim 2, wherein
the first current collecting member (51) comprises a
respective first fuse (517) located between each cur-
rent collecting piece (513) and the said terminal con-
nection portion (512).

4. A rechargeable battery according to claim 2 or 3,
wherein the first current collecting member (51) com-
prises a second fuse (518) located between the said
terminal connection portion (512) and more than one
of the said current collecting pieces (515).

5. A rechargeable battery according to claim 4, wherein
the first current collecting member (61) comprises a
said second fuse (617) located between the said ter-
minal connection portion (612) and a first pair of the
said current collecting pieces (615) and a said sec-
ond fuse (617) located between the said terminal
connection portion (612) and a second pair of the
said current collecting pieces.

6. A rechargeable battery according to any preceding
claim, wherein the said terminal connection portion
extends substantially parallel to a top surface of the
battery and the or each current collecting piece ex-
tends substantially parallel to a side surface of the
battery.
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7. A rechargeable battery according to claim 6 when
dependent upon claim 3, wherein each said first fuse
(517) comprises a fuse region having a reduced
cross-section relative to an adjacent portion of the
first current collecting member, which fuse region
(517) extends in a direction substantially parallel to
the top surface of the battery.

8. A rechargeable battery according to claim 6 when
dependent upon claim 3, wherein each said first fuse
comprises a fuse region having a reduced cross-sec-
tion relative to an adjacent portion of the first current
collecting member, which fuse region extends in a
direction substantially perpendicular to the top sur-
face of the battery.

9. A rechargeable battery according to claim 6 when
dependent upon claim 4 or 5, wherein the or each
said second fuse comprises a fuse region (518, 617)
having a reduced cross-section relative to an adja-
cent portion of the first current collecting member,
which fuse region extends in a direction substantially
perpendicular to the top surface of the battery.

10. A rechargeable battery according to claim 6 when
dependent upon claim 4 or 5, wherein the or each
said second fuse comprises a fuse region (647) hav-
ing a reduced cross-section relative to an adjacent
portion of the first current collecting member, which
fuse region extends in a direction substantially par-
allel to the top surface of the battery.

11. A rechargeable battery according to any preceding
claim, wherein the or each fuse comprises a blocking
member (67) for resisting contact between portions
of the current collecting member that are located on
opposite sides of the fuse following activation of the
fuse.

12. A rechargeable battery according to any preceding
claim, comprising a second current collecting mem-
ber (52) that comprises a terminal connection portion
that is electrically connected to the second electrode
terminal and a current collecting piece that is elec-
trically connected to the second electrode; wherein
the second current collecting member comprises a
fuse located between its terminal connection portion
and its current collecting piece.

13. A rechargeable battery according to claim 12, where-
in the second current collecting member (52) has a
substantially identical configuration to the first cur-
rent collecting member (51).

14. A rechargeable battery according to one of claims 1
to 11, comprising
a cap plate (20) fitted to the housing (30) and elec-
trically connected to the second electrode terminal

(122),
a short-circuit tab (131) that is electrically connected
to the first electrode terminal (121), and
a short-circuit member (134) that is electrically con-
nected to the cap plate (20); wherein the short-circuit
member (34) is adapted to contact the short-circuit
tab (131) upon an increase in pressure within the
battery housing (30).

15. A rechargeable battery according to any preceding
claim, comprising a side plate situated between the
said terminal connection portion and the or each said
fuse, the said side plate extending substantially per-
pendicular to a top surface of the said battery.
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